
  

Intel® Compute Stick: We’ve Shrunk the Package Not the Performance 

New Intel Compute Sticks Based on 6th Generation Intel® Core™ m3 and  

Core™ m5 Processors 

 

 
 
Get ready for amazing. The Intel® Compute Stick is a tiny device the size of a pack of gum that can 

transform any HDMI* TV or display into a complete computer. But it’s what’s inside that’s really 

incredible: an Intel® Core™ M processor – with blazing-fast speed that gives you performance for work, 

play or both, and lets you upgrade to a world of new experiences. And with optional Intel® vPro™ 

technology, you have the confidence that your data and networks are safe. The Intel Compute Stick 

delivers everything you love about a desktop computer in a device that fits in the palm of your hand. 

 

Key Features: 

 Intel Core M processor for blazing-fast speed 

 SKU option with Intel® Core™ m5-6Y57 vPro™ processor to help protect data, user identities, 

and network access 

 SKU option with Intel® Core™ m3-6Y30 processor 

 SKU option with preinstalled Windows 10* for the latest user experience 

 64GB eMMC storage; 4GB on-board RAM 

 Intel® Dual Band Wireless AC 7265 and Bluetooth* 4.1 lets you connect right out of the box 

 Transform any HDMI display into a complete computer and work anywhere you want 

 With three USB ports, you can attach the peripherals you need 

 

Pricing: 

 MSRP for Intel Compute Stick with Intel Core m3 processor is $399 with Windows 10 

 MSRP for Intel Compute Stick with Intel Core m5 processor is $499 with no operating system  

 

Availability: 

 All SKUs expected to be in production by February 20161 
  



  

Announcing Intel Compute Stick Based on the Latest Intel® Atom™ Processor 

 
 

Amazing meets affordable. The Intel Compute Stick is a tiny device the size of a pack of gum that can 

transform any HDMI TV or display into a complete computer. But it’s what’s inside that’s really 

incredible: a quad-core Intel® Atom™ processor that gives you balanced performance for work or play. 

The Intel Compute Stick delivers an affordable plug-and-play PC in a device that fits in the palm of your 

hand. 

 

Key Features: 

 Intel® Atom™ x5-Z8300 quad-core processor 

 SKU option with preinstalled Windows 10 for the latest user experience 

 32GB eMMC storage; 2GB on-board RAM 

 Improved Intel® Dual Band Wireless AC 7265 and Bluetooth 4.0 with 2x2 antennas for seamless 

connections 

 Transform any HDMI display into a fully functional computer and work anywhere 

 Two USB ports so you can attach all your peripherals 

 

Pricing: 

 MSRP for the new Intel Compute Stick with Intel Atom processor is $159 with Windows 10 

 

Availability: 

 All SKUs in production now 

 

 

For more information, visit www.intel.com/computestick 
 

 
Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service 

activation. Performance varies depending on system configuration. No computer system can be absolutely secure. Check with 

your system manufacturer or retailer or learn more at intel.com. 

 
1This device has not been authorized as required by the rules of the Federal Communications Commission. This device is not, and 

may not be, offered for sale or lease, or sold or leased, until authorization is obtained. 

http://www.intel.com/computestick


  

Intel, the Intel logo, Intel Atom, Intel Core and Intel vPro are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the United States and other 

countries. 

Windows is a trademark, or registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. 

Bluetooth is a trademark owned by its proprietor and used by Intel Corporation under license. 

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. 
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